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An exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in thep–d model of a CuO6 cluster was used to
obtain dependences on the model parameters of the lowest-energy two-hole terms: the
energy difference between the 2p orbitals of planar and apical oxygen
D(apex)5«(2p)2«@2p(apex)#, the crystal field parameterDd5«3z22r 22«x22y2, and the ratio
of the distances between the copper atom and the apical and planar oxygen atoms
d(apex)/d(pl). In the limit of larged(apex)/d(pl) andDd , our model is equivalent to the three-
bandp–d model and, in this case, large singlet-triplet splittingD«>1 eV is also observed.
As the parameters decrease, a singlet-triplet crossover is observed. Two mechanisms are identified
for stabilization of the triplet term3B1g(0) as the ground state. It is shown that for realistic
values of the parameters, reduction of thep–d model to the three-band model is limited by the low
energies of the current excitations because of the presence of the lower excited3B1g and
1A1g cluster states. Intercluster hopping causes strong mixing of singlet and triplet states far from
the G point. The results of the calculations are compared with data obtained by angle-
resolved photoelectron emission in Sr2CuO2Cl2. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!00202-0#

The electronic structure of undoped and weakly-dopedrameters of the model. All these factors indicate the imp
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copper oxides does not lend itself toab initio band calcula-
tions because of the difficulties involved in allowing for th
strong electron correlations. The three-bandp–d model1,2

is the simplest model for the energy structure of copper
ides which takes account of strong correlation effects at
Cu cation and the ionic nature of the chemical bond of
insulating ground state of undoped oxides having a semic
ductor gap as a result of charge transport. It is curren
assumed that holes induced byp-type doping or intrinsic
nonstoichiometry are located on the oxygen and a ‘‘hole
copper1 hole on oxygen’’ pair is in the Zhang–Rice singl
state.3 It is also assumed that the first excited state of a p
of holes is 2–3 eV higher and is unrelated to the low-ene
dynamics of the current carriers. This is one reason for
appearance of numerous theoretical studies concerned
reducing thep–d model to the single-band Hubbard mod
or the t –J model.4–6 Nevertheless, there is theoretical a
experimental evidence to indicate the importance of ot
states, absent from the three-bandp–d model. For instance
polarized x-ray absorption spectroscopy~XAS!7 and electron
energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS!8 show quite measurabl
filling of d3z22r 2 orbitals in all the oxides studied. In order t
give a three-band model in accordance with the obser
states, its basis must also include thed3z22r 2 copper state9,10

and the 2p@2p(apex)# state of planar~apical! oxygen, which
transform by a similar irreduciblea1g representation. A
study of the two-hole spectrum of a CuO6 cluster using per-
turbation theory11,12 for model parameters determined fro
CuO x-ray photoemission spectroscopy~XPS! reveals that
the two-hole3B1g level for La2CuO4 is 0.7 eV higher than
the singlet1A1g level. This value changes to zero or ev
becomes negative as a result of small variations in the
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tance ofd3z22r 2 orbitals for the electronic structure.
Note also thatab initio calculations of the electronic

structure of CuO4 and CuO6 clusters using the self-consiste
field method with configurational interaction showed tha
reduction in the distance from the apical oxygen leads
stabilization of the3B1g triplet as the ground two-hole stat
rather than the1A1g singlet.13 The small energy spacing be
tween these states produces changes in the low-energy
of the Fermi quasiparticle spectrum.14 It was shown in Ref.
15 that strong mixing of singlet and triplet states takes pl
far from theG point.

Here we examine two problems. First, we make a mu
band analysis of the validity of the three-bandp–d model. It
was shown in similar studies11,12 that between the Zhang–
Rice singlet and its corresponding triplet3A1g there are vari-
ous two-hole states:3B1g , 1A1g , 1B1g , and others. Unlike
the authors of Refs. 11 and 12, we examine in detail
dependence of these multielectron terms on the model
rameters, which can reveal mechanisms for their poss
stabilization as ground levels and can identify the range
validity of the three-band model. To this end, we studied
ground state of two holes in a CuO6 cluster using the exac
diagonalization method, we calculated the eigenvalues
eigenvectors as functions of the crystal field parame
Dd5«(d3z22r 2)2«(dx22y2), the energy difference betwee
the 2p orbitals of planar and apical oxyge
D(apex)5«(2p)2«„2p(apex)…, and the ratio of the dis-
tances between the copper atom and the apical and pl
oxygen atoms d(apex)/d(pl). In the limit of large
d(apex)/d(pl) andDd values, our model is equivalent to th
three-bandp–d model, and large singlet-triplet splitting
D«2>1 eV is also observed, which agrees qualitatively w
Ref. 3. By varying the values of the parameters, we obse
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eters we find20.5,D«2,0.5. In practice, this implies tha
there is no good energy separation between the ground
first excited current states. This factor imposes some c
straints on the reduction of the multiband model to t
single-band Hubbard model or thet –J model.

Second, we consider the influence of singlet-triplet m
ing of states by intercluster hopping on the electron disp
sion law near the top of the valence band. An interclus
hop is taken into account in perturbation theory by
method14 wherein the zeroth approximation is the exact
agonalization of the clusters. The results of the calculati
showed good agreement with data obtained by an
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy~ARPES! for the anti-
ferromagnetic dielectric Sr2CuO2Cl2 ~Ref. 16!. In addition,
singlet-triplet mixing by hopping indicates that a spi
exciton mechanism of superconductivity is possible.

1. EXACT DIAGONALIZATION OF A CuO 6 CLUSTER

We consider the Hamiltonian of the 2p electrons at oxy-
gen and the 3d electrons at copper in the hole representat

H5Hd1Hp1Hpd1Hpp , ~1!

where

Hd5(
r

Hd~r !,

Hd~r !5(
ls

F ~«dl2m!drls
1 drls1

1

2
Udnrl

s nrl
2sG

1(
ss8

~Vdnr1
s nr2

s82Jddr1s
1 dr1sdr2s8

1 dr2s!,

Hp5(
i
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Hp~ i!5(
as

F ~«pa2m!pias
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s nias
2s G
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ss8
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s ni2
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(
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~ tabpias
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Here the first two terms describe the intra-atomic energie
a copper~oxygen! site with Hubbard repulsionUd(Up), in-
terorbital intra-atomic Coulomb repulsionVd(Vp), and Hund
exchange interactionJd(Jp). The indicesl anda correspond
to different orbitals in the crystal field. The third term in E
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exchangeJpd interactions. The last term in Eq.~1! corre-
sponds to ap–p hop.

We shall consider the set ofdx22y2(l51) and
d3z22r 2(l52) states of copper andpx ,py states of oxygen
as being the most important to describe the low-ene
spectrum of quasiparticles in the CuO2 layer. We shall then
use the following notation and relations between t
model parameters:d5«(s)2«(dx22y2), Tdx22y2,s

5Tpd ,

Td3z22r 2,s(apex)5A2
3Tpd@d(pl)/d(apex)#3.5,

Vx22y2,s@s(apex)#'Vd3z22r 2,s@s(apex)#5Vpd ,

Jx22y2,s@s(apex)#'Jd3z22r 2,s@s(apex)#5Jpd , and tpx ,py
5tpp .

The indexs@s~apex!# refers to symmetrized combinations o
2p and 2p(apex) oxygen orbitals which forms bonds with
3d orbitals of copper. The electrically neutral compou
La22x

31 Srx
21(CuO4)

261x corresponds tonh511x holes per
formula unit. Thus, forx50 we have one hole per cluste
and forxÞ0, two-hole states make some contribution.

Exact diagonalization of the final clusters is a power
method of studying systems with strong electron correlati
and it is desirable to take a fairly large cluster to calculate
thermodynamic averages per site and the correla
functions.17 We shall confine ourselves to the smallest po
sible CuO2, CuO4, and CuO6 clusters since their exact diago
nalization is required only to construct a local basis which
then used for approximate calculations of the electron Gr
functions of an infinite CuO2 lattice. Diagonalization of the
CuO6 cluster is performed separately in different sectors
Hilbert space with the hole numbersn50,1,2. The vacuum
sectorn50 corresponds to the 3d10 configuration of copper
and the 2p6 configuration of oxygen. In the one-hole secto
the eigenvectors are the molecular orbitals of oxygen hyb
ized with the 3d states of copper. All the basis states in t
two-hole sector are different combinations of configuratio
of the two holes over oxygen and copper states. In our c
with one orbital per oxygen site and two orbitals per copp
site, we have 28 triplet states: six3B1g , one3A2g , ten3Eu ,
four 3A1g , two 3B2u , three3A2u , two 3Eg , and 36 singlet
states: ten1Eu , eleven1A1g , seven1B1g , one 1B2g , two
1B2u , three1A2u , and two1Eg per cluster. In the following
calculations only the three parameters indicated above w
varied and the others were set as follows:d53.5 eV,
Tpd51.4 eV, Vd59 eV, Vp57 eV, Jd51 eV, Jp50.6 eV,
Vpd50.5 eV, andJpd50.2 eV.

Figures 1a–1c give the lowest energies of the compe
singlet1A1g( i ) and triplet3B1g( i ) states~i 50 for the ground
state of this symmetry andi 51 for the excited state! as a
function of the parametersd(apex)/d(pl), Dd , andD~apex!.
The fraction of states equivalent to the Zhang–Rice single
as high as 80% in1A1g(0) and does not depend on the valu
of the above parameters. Thus, it is quite logical to iden
this singlet as a Zhang–Rice singlet.3 The remaining 20% are
assigned to1A1g symmetrized states of the (dx22y2)2 and
(2p)2 configurations. The contributions of the atomic orb
als to the other three states1A1g(1) and3B1g( i ) vary sub-
stantially with the values of the parameters, so they can
be identified with any specific molecular orbital having t
same symmetry.
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The dependence of the level energy ond(apex)/d(pl),
plotted in Fig. 1a shows that ford(apex)/d(pl).1.05 the
Zhang–Rice singlet is the ground state of our cluster, wh
agrees well with Ref. 12, where the excited states1A1g(1)
and3B1g(0) only extend by approximately;0.2 eV above it
for d(apex)/d(pl).1.3. Ford(apex)/d(pl),1.05 the triplet
3B1g(0) becomes the ground two-hole state with the con
bution made to it by the symmetrized configurati
dx22y22p(apex) increased from 10%@d(apex)/d(pl)52# to
40% @d(apex)/d(pl)51#. The contribution of the Hund
state associated with the symmetrized configurat
dx22y2d3z22r 2 increases negligibly~to 10%!.

As the energy of the 2p(apex) orbitals of apical oxygen
decreases, a crossover of the excited states and the Zh
Rice singlet is observed~Fig. 1b!. In the calculations the
crossover point with the 3B1g level occurs at
D(apex)51.2 eV, which differs slightly from the 1.7 eV ob
tained in Ref. 11 and is attributable to differences in t
calculation methods. As well as the tendency to crossove
is observed that the fraction of thed3x22r 22p(apex) symme-
trized configuration in 1A1g(1) increases from 5%
@D(apex)50# to 50%@D(apex)52# and the fraction of the
dx22y22p(apex)-symmetrized configuration in3B1g(0) in-
creases from 3% to 90%. It is important to note that this
only the first of the mechanisms for stabilization of t
3B1g(0) state as the ground state and, as we can see
dx22y22p(apex) symmetrized configuration makes a ma
contribution. An increase in this contribution is observ
both for this dependence and for that plotted in Fig. 1a.
both cases, we are dealing with the same stabilization me
nism. However, whereas in the first case this stabilizatio
associated with a decrease in the energy of the 2p(apex)

FIG. 1. Energies of the3B1g( i ) and1A1g( i ) terms as a function of the ratio
of the distance between the copper atom and the apical and planar ox
d(apex)/d(pl) @Dd50.3 eV, D(apex)50.7 eV] ~a!, the energy difference
between the 2p orbitals of planar and apical oxyge
D(apex)5«(2p)2«@2p(apex)…„d(apex)/d(pl)#51.2, Dd50.3 eV… ~b!,
and the crystal field parameter Dd5«(d3z22r 2)2«(dx22y2)
@d(apex)/d(pl)51.2, D(apex)50.7 eV] ~c!.
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dence of the corresponding hopping integral on the dista
from the apical oxygen. As in Ref. 18, a decrease in
energy of the 2p(apex) orbitals effectively increases the
contribution to the ground two-hole state.

The 3B1g(0) and1A1g(0) states belong to different irre
ducible representations and nothing prevents their crosso
but the absence of effective repulsion of the1A1g(0)-and
1A1g(1) levels and the possible crossover of these lev
appear to be a characteristic feature of our representatio
theD4h group. This feature is evidently closely related to t
isolation of the Zhang–Rice singlet and its inability to h
bridize with any states other than those of the (dx22y2)2- and
(2p)2 symmetrized configurations in the absence of inter
tions other thanHpd .

A decrease in the parameterDd ~Fig. 1c! leads to an
appreciable increase in the fraction of the Hund state
ultimately leads to convergence of the ground1A1g(0)
Zhang–Rice singlet and the excited3B1g(0) state, particu-
larly in the range of real valuesDd<1 eV. This is the second
mechanism for stabilization of the3B1g state as the ground
state. Since this mechanism involves increased Hund in
action with an increasing contribution of thedx22y2d3z22r 2

configuration, it is more efficient as the energy of the 2p
orbitals of planar oxygen increases and the energy of
d3z22r 2 orbitals decrease. In this method of stabilizing t
3B1g state, it is observed that the fraction of 2p(apex) states
decreases whereas the fraction of the Hund configura
dx22y2d3z22r 2 via which filling of thed3z22r 2 orbitals could
be observed, remains small~around 10% forDd50!. A simi-
lar conclusion as to the stabilizing role of the Hund exchan
interaction was reached inab initio calculations.13 It is inter-
esting to note that a substantial decrease in the energy o
1A1g(1) state with decreasing parameterDd is associated
with a negligible increase in the fraction of the (d3z22r 2)2

configuration~from 5% to 15% forDd50! with the major
contribution being made by thed3z22r 22p symmetrized con-
figuration, remaining unchanged at 70%. In the ‘‘dangerou
vicinity of the ground state, we also observe the3B1g(1)
state which shows similar tendencies to converge as the
rametersd(apex)/d(pl), Dd , and the energy of the 2p(apex)
orbitals of apical oxygen decrease. However, because of
cluster symmetry, this level and the1B1g(0) level repel and
do not come closer than 1 eV to the1A1g(0) level of the
Zhang–Rice singlet.

2. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE EXACT
DIAGONALIZATION

These results of the exact diagonalization of a clus
can be used to construct a local multielectron basis of sta
between which hops in an infinite lattice lead to band form
tion. To discuss the reducibility of thep–d model to the
single-band Hubbard model, we compare the more reali
local basis shown in Fig. 2a with the local basis of the Hu
bard model ~Fig. 2b!, which consists of four states: th
vacuum stateu0&, two single-particle statesu1&5a↑

1u0& and
u2&5a↓

1u0&, and the two-particle stateu2&5a↑
1a↓

1u0&. It
can be seen from a comparison of Figs. 2a and 2b that in
energy rangeE!D«1 andE!D«2 , whereD«1 andD«2 are

en
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the energies of the local excitations~excitons! in the single-
particle and two-particle sectors of Hilbert space, the diff
ence between the bases of thep–d model and the Hubbard
model can be neglected and, in this sense, it is possibl
make a low-energy reduction of thep–d model to the
single-band Hubbard model. The single-particle exciton
ergyD«1 is determined by the excitations in the crystal fie
dx22y2→d3z22r 2 with the energyDd ; for typical parameters
in copper oxidesD«1>1 eV. The energy of a two-particle
excitonD«2 , associated with a hole-current carrier, depen
very much on the choice of model. For instance, in the thr
bandp–d model we findD«252 – 4 eV and the excited trip
let state can be neglected here. However, it can be seen
Figs. 1a and 1b that this situation changes in the more r
istic multiband p–d model where
D«25E@3B1g(0)#2E@1A1g(0)# may be fairly small or even
negative. For smallD«2 , the range of possible reduction t
the single-band modelE!D«2 becomes quite small, and fo
D«2<0 no such range exists. Since the parameters on w
D«2 depends~the crystal field and the interatomic spacin!
differ for different copper oxides and depend on the level
doping, it is possible to have a situation where singlet-trip
crossover takes place as the composition varies. This cr
over was obtained in ab initio calculations13 for
La22xSrxCuO4 with x'0.1; for the superconducting phase
this system the lower two-hole term is a triplet. In anoth
model copper oxide Sr2CuO2Cl2, an octahedron of neares
neighbors incorporates two chlorine ions along thec axis;
this increases the ionicity of the Cu–Cl bond compared w
Cu–O and reduces the fraction of covalent mixing of ch
rine p states in thea1g molecular orbital which, according to
Ref. 19, is less than 1% away from the top of the valen
band. It has been noted that the occupancy of the Clp states
may vary widely, without influencing the low singlet-triple
splitting energyD«2 . In our opinion, the smallness ofD«2

shows up when the dispersion law in Sr2CuO2Cl2 measured
experimentally by the ARPES method16 is compared with
that calculated using thet –J model.20 Near the top of the
valence band and in the energy rangeE,0.1 eV, the agree-
ment is fairly good but the differences increase for sta
deeper in the valence band~Fig. 3!.

To calculate the dispersion law, we consider an infin
CuO2 lattice with a unit cell in the form of an infinite cluste

FIG. 2. Local bases of the multibandp–d model ~a! and the single-band
Hubbard model~b!. For the multibandp–d model only the lowest excited
terms in the single-particle and two-particle sectors of Hilbert space
shown.
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for which an exact diagonalization of the initial Hamiltonia
~1! has been performed. The results of the calculations
presented below.

3. DISPERSION OF ELECTRONS NEAR THE TOP OF THE
VALENCE BAND

The following generalization of the strong couplin
model14 is proposed to allow for the strong electron corre
tions within the unit cell in the band calculations: the latti
is divided into nonintersecting cells~clusters!, the intracell
part of the Hamiltonian is exactly diagonalized, and t
eigenvectorsup&5un,g& and termsEn,g are found for a clus-
ter with n particles, where the indexg numbers all the other
quantum numbers. The next stage involves constructing

Hubbard operators for this cellf: Xf
pp85un,g&^n8,g8u, in

whose representation the intercell component of the Ham
tonian may be written exactly as a generalized multile
Hubbard model. As a result, the initial Hamiltonian~1! is
written exactly in the formH5H01H1 ,

H057(
fng

~Eng2nm!Xf
gg ,

H15(
~ fg!

(
gg8GG8

LGG8
gg8 ~ f,g!Xf

gg8Xg
G8G . ~2!

The spectrum of single-particle hole excitationsH0 con-
sists of a set of dispersion-free levels~‘‘resonances’’!
Vm5En11,g1

2En,g2
, where the indexm is the number of

possible Fermi excitations between termsun11,g1&
→un,g2&. Intercluster hops described byH1 are taken into
account in perturbation theory using the simplest ‘‘Hubba
I’’ approximation.21 In the double-sublattice structure of th
CuO2 layer the dispersion equation has the form

det$dnmdAB~v2Vm!2FmLAB
mn~k!%50. ~3!

HereA andB are the sublattice indices,L~k! is the Fourier
transform of the intercell interactions, an
Fm5^Xf

n11,g1 ,n11,g1&1^Xf
n,g2 ,n,g2& is the filling factor,

which depends on the temperature and hole concentratio

re
FIG. 3. Quasiparticle spectrum in Sr2CuO2Cl2. The circles gives the ARPES
data,16 the dashed and solid curves give the results of calculations for
t –J and t – t8–J models.20 The rectangles give the results of calculatio
using the multibandp–d model.23
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plest case of a CuO2 cell was used to calculate the ho
spectrum in the paramagnetic22 and antiferromagnetic
phases.23 However, the more symmetric clusters, CuO4 or
CuO6, are more convenient because they correctly reflect
local symmetry of copper, but they cannot cover the en
lattice with nonintersecting clusters. Each in-plane oxyg
ion belongs directly to two clusters and nonorthogonality
the Hubbard operators arises in neighboring cells. To so
this problem for the three-bandp–d model, it was suggeste
in Refs. 24 and 25 that Wannier functions should be c
structed for each cell and then used to determine theX op-
erators. After this procedure, the results of both approac
are almost the same. We shall subsequently use a sim
division into O–Cu–O clusters.

The results of the exact diagonalization of the CuO6 or
CuO4Cl2 clusters described above indicate that the sing
triplet splittingD«2 is small (D«2,0.5 eV), and this will be
used subsequently.

For the local basis shown in Fig. 2a, the top of the v
lence band is determined by three Fermi modes

Xs
a05u1,2s&^2,0u, Xs

a15u1,2s&^2,1,0u,

Xs
a25u1,2s&^2,1,2su, ~4!

whereu1,s& is the lowest molecular orbital in the single-ho
sector, u2,0& is the Zhang–Rice singlet, andu2,1,M &,
M50,61 are two-hole triplets. We shall adopt the Za�tsev
notation26 in which the initial and final states are replaced
a single root vectorXpq→Xa. The excitation energies~4! in
the zeroth approximation are given by

V05E~2,0!2E~1,2s!, V15E~2,1,0!2E~1,2s!,

V25E~2,1,2s!2E~1,2s!.

We use a double-sublattice Fourier transformation to
scribe the antiferromagnetic phase. Assuming thatXk

a andYk
a

denote the Fourier transforms of the Hubbard operato
sublattices 1 and 2, the Hamiltonian of an intercluster h
allowing for the Fermi modes~3! has the form

Hpd5 T̃pd(
ks

g~k!Xks
1a0Yks

a012is~sin~kxa!Xks
1a1Yks

a0

1sin~kya!Xks
1a0Yks

a1!12is&~sin~kxa!Xks
1a2Yks

a0

1sin~kya!Xks
1a0Yks

a2!1h.c., ~5!

where the following notation is introduced

g~k!5cos~kxa!1cos~kya!,

T̃pd52Tpd~uv01u0v !vv0/2,

u25~11dnu!/2, v2512u2,

d5«p2«d , n25d218Tpd
2 ,

u0
25~11d0 /n0!/2, v0

2512u0
2 ,

d05d2Vpd , v0
25d0

218Tpd
2 .
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T̃pd'0.1 eV. The first term in Eq.~5! describes a quasipar
ticle ~hole! hop with the excitation of a Zhang–Rice singl
while the second and third terms describe a hole hop w
singlet-triplet mixing. The mixing vanishes at theG point.
Details of calculations of the band structure in the antifer
magnetic phase are given in Ref. 23, and we used this
cedure to calculate the hole dispersion law for undop
Sr2CuO2Cl2 ~Fig. 3!. A comparison between our calculation
and the ARPES data shows far better agreement than
obtained for calculations using thet –J model.20 Since the
t –J model can only be obtained with a local basis, as in F
2b, where there are no triplet states and singlet-triplet mix
far from the G point, we conclude that allowance for th
triplet states of two holes and its mixing with the Zhang-Ri
singlet are important to describe the hole spectrum in
narrow energy range 0.1–0.5 eV below the top of the
lence band, i.e., where high-temperature superconductivi
clearly an important effect.

4. INTERACTION OF HOLES WITH SPIN EXCITONS

Singlet-triplet mixing described by the last two terms
Eq. ~5! may result in an additional mechanism of superco
ducting pairing. These terms resemble interband transiti
which may well be a source of pairing.27 These components
of Hpd may also be explicitly written as Fermion-boson i
teraction using Hubbard operator algebra, whereby we h

Xi
u2,1,0&^1,2su5Xi

u2,1,0̂ 2,0uXi
u2,0̂ 1,2su . ~6!

This implies that the addition of a hole to the initial sta
u1,2s& with the formation of a final triplet state~the process
u1,2s&→u2,1,0&) is equivalent to the generation of a hole
the processu1,2s&→u2,0& with the final state being a
Zhang–Rice singlet, and the simultaneous generation o
spin excitonu2,0&→u2,1,0&. It has been shown that the sp
splitting energyD«2 is small. Other exciton excitations from
the singlet to higher two-hole terms are possible from
point of view of Hubbard operator algebra but are less eff
tive because of the higher energy.

At the same time, the second term in Eq.~5! determines
the exchange of spin excitons withSz50 without hole spin
flipping, which may lead to pairing, and the third term d
scribes the emission and absorption of a spin exciton w
Sz51, i.e., with spin flipping. This may give rise to pairin
as in paramagnon exchange, and may also cause pair des
tion as a result of hole spin flipping.

Note that this pairing mechanism may occur only in sy
tems doped with holes with nonzero filling of two-ho
states.

A multibandp–d model allowing for thed3z22r 2 orbit-
als of copper as well asdx22y2 orbitals was considered in
Ref. 18, where it was shown that an increase in the pop
tion of thea1g single-electron molecular orbitals reduces t
population of theb1g states and therefore lowersTc . From
our point of view~Figs. 1a and 1b!, a substantial increase i
the fraction ofa1g single-electron orbitals is clear evidenc
that singlet-triplet crossover may take place in these co
pounds. The need to allow for thed3z22r 2 states to obtain an
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adequate description of the low-energy part of the electron
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7A. Biancomiet al., Physica C162–164, 209 ~1990!.
8Y. Romberget al., Phys. Rev. B41, 2609~1990!.
spectrum of Sr2CuO2Cl2 is also noted in Ref. 28 usingab

initio band calculations and comparing these with the str
coupling model.

We consider it meaningless to write the equations fr
the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer theory in which the pho
parameters would be replaced by spin-exciton ones, s
other mechanisms of superconductivity are also known
this model of the electronic structure: kinematic exchang29

caused by the first term in Eq.~5!, exchange of excitons
crystal-lattice excitations, and paramagnon exchange~see a
recent review presented in Ref. 30!. In this study we wish to
stress that the possibility of spin-exciton pairing inp-type
copper oxides is caused by the specific characteristic
their electronic structure, specifically the proximity of sing
and triplet current two-hole states.
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